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Economics 469 / 527 : Topics in Urban Economics 
Fall 2013 

 
 
Professor Yong Suk Lee          Office hours:   Tuesdays 2 pm - 4 pm  
Schapiro Hall 205                  Wednesdays 3 pm -4 pm  
yong.s.lee@williams.edu             and by appointment  
  
 
Course Description 
 
This is a research seminar that intersects the fields of urban economics and economic 
development. This course will provide students with an understanding of how economists think 
about and analyze various urban policy issues around the world. Those interested in doing 
research or policy work on urban issues and economic development in the future should find this 
course useful.  
 
We will cover topics including agglomeration externalities, firms and urban growth, 
transportation and infrastructure, land use and property rights, hedonic valuation, climate change 
and urbanization, finance and housing. Students will read economics journal articles on each 
topic, learn how to empirically analyze urban policy questions, and ultimately pursue individual 
research.  
 
There will also be a practical module based on case studies where students discuss and analyze 
real estate development projects using cost-benefit and cash-flow analysis. The cases will cover 
residential property investment and a large scale mixed-use building renovation. 
 
This course will be a hands-on introduction to the process of economic research. You will read 
and evaluate empirical papers, and spend a substantial amount of time writing a paper of your 
own empirical research.    
 
Course materials 

 
A reading packet is available in the packet distribution room.  Additional materials will be posted 
on the course website throughout the semester. The case studies will be posted on a course 
website set up via Harvard Business School Publishing. I will let you know the link later in the 
semester. 
 
Structure of the Course 
 

• Discussion classes: Classes where we discuss empirical research papers. 
• Computer labs: Stata sessions where we replicate some of the results of the papers. 
• Roundtable discussion: One class where students communicate their research ideas and 

get feedback from other students. 
• Business school case studies: Two classes to introduce students to the analysis of real 

estate development projects. 
• Individual research meetings and class presentations: Towards the end of the semester we 

will focus on the research projects. Students will have individual research meetings with 
me and present in class. 
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Course requirements:  
 
Response papers and class discussion (20%) 
 
Each student in the class will write response papers (two double-spaced pages) to the readings for 
four of the classes. To help you prepare for the response paper and class discussion, I will post a 
set of discussion questions on the readings for each class in advance on Glow. Your response 
papers should concisely communicate to me  

 
(1) your brief evaluation of the reading, 
(2) comments on some of the discussion questions I posted, 
(2) questions you have about the reading or topic, and  
(3) any follow up ideas or suggestions. 
 

The response papers will form part of the basis for our class discussion for the day. Thus, the 
students who prepare papers for a particular day will have thought somewhat more deeply about 
the day’s topic, and I will expect these students to play a vital role in the class discussion. To 
formalize this, a subset of students writing for a particular day will be responsible for introducing 
the topic and leading off the discussion.  
 
Each response paper will be due by 11AM on days we have regular discussion classes. You 
should submit your paper on Glow as doc or pdf file. By having the papers in advance of class, 
I can use them in planning the class discussion. Therefore, it is important that I get the response 
papers promptly. Given the nature of the response papers, late papers will not be accepted. 

 
All regular classes starting Monday, September 16 will involve response papers. This excludes 
the computer lab sessions, roundtable discussion, case study classes, and presentations. You must 
write response papers for four classes. I will assign you to write on specific classes based as 
much as possible on your preferences (reserving the right to ensure equal distribution across the 
semester). In order to match students to topics, I need to know your preferred dates for writing 
response papers. I have set up a Doodle poll and will post the link on Glow. Go to the poll and 
mark your top 4 dates in green and 4 alternate dates in yellow. You must respond to the poll by 
Friday, September 13 at 12 AM. If you do not have strong preferences, or you do not express 
them in time, I will make assignments based on what other students have not chosen. While you 
may discuss the readings with colleagues before writing response papers, the papers themselves 
should be individual work. 

 
 

Class participation and bullet point response on Glow (15%) 
 
On days when you are not writing a response paper, you still are responsible for the readings. 
Thus, you will be writing bullet point responses on glow when you are not writing a response 
paper. 
 
You should carefully read the assigned articles before the class in which we will discuss them, 
and come to class prepared to contribute constructively to the discussion. You should plan to 
contribute several times each class meeting, and you can expect that I will sometimes ask specific 
students to provide their answers to these questions in class, rather than relying entirely on 
volunteers. The bullet point response aims to encourage broad participation in the discussion and 
to maintain an incentive to do the reading on time. Both attendance and constructive contributions 
to discussion will play critical roles in your participation grade. 
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You can concisely communicate to me (1) your brief evaluation of the paper and (2) questions 
you have about the paper. Examples of what you can write about, among other things are:  

- Why you find the research question important. 
- Whether the empirical work adequately addresses that question.  
- Are there potentially important omitted variables? Can the conclusions be extrapolated to 

other settings?  
- Is there an alternative, overlooked explanation of the findings?  
- What might the authors have done differently to address your concerns? 
- Follow-up research idea, i.e., a research question that builds on the assigned article. How 

would you go about testing your own hypothesis? What empirical strategy would you 
use? What kind of data would you need? What challenges would likely arise?   

Your bullet points should be posted on Glow by 11am on days we have regular discussion 
classes including the case study classes (excluding the computer lab sessions, roundtable 
discussion, presentations).  

 
Empirical exercises (10%) 
 
You will complete three empirical assignments which will be assigned after the computer lab 
sessions. These assignments have two goals: To gain a fuller understanding of the empirical 
strategies used in some of the papers we read, and to build up the Stata skills you will need for 
your research project. I encourage you to work in groups but you should submit your own work .  

 
Report on the Center for Development Economics Conference on Urbanization and 
Development (5%) 
 
I am organizing this year’s CDE Conference with Prof. Sheppard on the topic of Urbanization 
and Development. There will be a key note address on Thursday Oct 17th at 8pm and 6 speakers 
will present on Friday Oct 18th. I expect you to attend the key note Thursday night and at least 
one session on Friday. You will write a 2 to 3 page report that discusses the presentations. You 
should include in the report, what the topic and question was, what you liked or didn’t like about 
the talk, follow-up questions and further thoughts.  

  
Research paper (50%)  
 
The most important element of this course is the research paper you will write, on a topic of your 
choice.  This paper should be 20 to 25 pages long (excluding tables), and should include some 
original empirical work. You will complete a number of steps building up to the final paper.   

 
o Description of research questions (ungraded), due Thursday, Oct. 3. 

- Identify 2-3 research questions you might like to investigate.   
 

o Detailed proposal and annotated bibliography (10%), due Thursday, Oct. 24. 
- Clearly state your research question, explain why it is interesting, and describe 
how you plan to go about investigating the question.  What data set will you use?  
What empirical specification do you have in mind? Schedule to meet with me to 
discuss your ideas prior to submitting this proposal. 
 

o Table and brief data description (5%), due Friday, Nov. 15. 
- A table illustrating descriptive statistics on key variables from your data, along 
with a brief description of the data and variables to be used in your analysis. 
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o Presentation (10%), Monday, Nov. 25 – Friday, Dec. 5. 

 
o Final paper (25%), due Friday, Dec. 13. 

 
o The research project may be done between 2 students. In the case two students 

decide to work together, I will assess the work based on higher standards and will 
expect a more polished output and a longer paper and presentation. The two 
students will receive the same grade for the research project. 

 
 
Honor code 
 
All of the normal Williams Honor Code guidelines regarding proper use of citations and 
quotations will apply in this course. All writing submitted for this course must be your own, 
original, new writing. You must provide citations for all sources. A document describing the 
citation style of the American Economic Association is on the course website.  
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Course Schedule and Readings 
 
Note: I may make modifications as the semester unfolds. 
 
 
Wed, Sep. 4 : Introduction 

• Jan Breukner, Chapter One, Lecture on Urban Economics. 
 
Mon, Sep. 9 : The Advantage of Cities 

• Puga, Diego. “The Magnitudes and Causes of Agglomeration Economies,” Journal of 
Regional Science, 50, 203-219 (2010) 

• Glaeser, Kolko and Saiz “Consumer City.” Journal of Economic Geography, 1(2001), 
27-50. 

 
Thu, Sep. 12 : Agglomeration Economies 

• Greenstone, Hornbeck & Moretti. “Identifying Agglomeration Spillovers: Evidence from 
Winners and Losers of Large Plant Openings” Journal of Political Economy (2010). 

 
Mon, Sep. 16 : Urban Renewal 

• Collins and Shester. “Slum Clearance and Urban Renewal in the United States” American 
Economic Journal: Applied Economics (2013). 

 
Tue, Sep. 17 : Empirical Methods 1 (Computer Lab Session: Jesup 205) 
 
Mon, Sep. 23 : Entrepreneurship 

• Neumark, Wall, and Zhang, “Do Small Businesses Create More Jobs,” Review of 
Economics and Statistics, 93(1): 16-29, (2011). 

• Haltiwanger, John, Ron S. Jarmin, and Javier Miranda, “Who Creates Jobs? Small vs. 
Large vs. Young”, Review of Economics and Statistics, 95(2): 347-361, (2013). 

 
Thu, Sep. 26 : Geography and Industrial Organization 

• Rosenthal and Strange. "Geography, Industrial Organization, and Agglomeration.” 
Review of Economics and Statistics, 85(2): 377-393, (2003). 

• Empirical Exercise 1 due 
 
Mon, Sep. 30 : Infrastructure - Roads and Congestion 

• Duranton, Gilles, and Matthew A. Turner. 2011. "The Fundamental Law of Road 
Congestion: Evidence from US Cities." American Economic Review, 101(6): 2616-52. 

 
Thu, Oct. 3 : Empirical Methods 2 (Computer Lab Session: Jesup 205) 

• Description of research questions due 
 
Mon, Oct. 7 : Hedonics – Education / Environment 

• Black, Sandra, “Do Better Schools Matter? Parental Valuation of Elementary Education.” 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 114(2): 577-599 (1999) 

 
Thu, Oct. 10 : Property Rights and Land Tenure 

• Field, Erica. “Entitled to Work: Urban Tenure Security and Labor Supply in Peru.” 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 122, 1561-1602 (2007) 

• Empirical Exercise 2 due 
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Fall Reading Period 
 
Thu, Oct. 17 : Roundtable discussion of research projects 

• Lottery to choose presentation date 
 
Thu, Oct. 17 – Fri, Oct. 18 : CDE Conference on Cities and Development 
 
Mon, Oct. 21 : Finance and Urban Growth 

• Samila and Sorenson, “Venture Capital, Entrepreneurship, and Economic Growth.” 
Review of Economics and Statistics, 93(1): 338-349, (2011). 

• Post-conference reports due 
 
Thu, Oct. 24 : Empirical Methods 3 (Computer Lab Session: Jesup 205) 

• Research proposals due 
 
Mon, Oct. 28 : Credit Expansion and the Housing Crisis 

• Mian and Sufi, “The Consequences of Mortgage Credit Expansion: Evidence from the 
US Mortgage Default Crisis ,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, (2009)  
 

Thu, Oct. 31 : Climate Change and Natural Disasters 
• Strobl, Eric, “The Economic Growth Impact of Hurricanes: Evidence from U.S. Coastal 

Counties,” Review of Economics and Statistics, 93(2): 575-589, (2011) 
• Barrios Salvador, Luisito Bertinelli, and Eric Strobl, “Climatic Change and Rural-Urban 

Migration: The Case of Sub-Saharan Africa,” Journal of Urban Economics, 60: 357-371, 
(2006) 

• Empirical Exercise 3 due 
 
Mon, Nov. 4 : Real Estate Development Analysis - Introductory Real Estate Investment  

• Segel, Arthur I., and William J. Poorvu. "Revere Street." Harvard Business School Case 
800-147, April 2008. 

• Poorvu, J. William, “Financial Analysis of Real Property Invesment.” Harvard Business 
School Background Note, No. 379-193, July 2003. 
 

Thu, Nov. 7: No in-class meeting – Individual research project meetings 
 
Mon, Nov. 11 : Real Estate Development Analysis - Redevelopment Projects 

• Segel, Arthur I., William J. Poorvu, Ben Creo, and Justin Seth Ginsburgh. "Steel Street." 
Harvard Business School Case 210-010, January 2012 

 
Thu, Nov. 14: No in-class meeting – Individual research project meetings 
 
Friday, Nov. 15: Table and brief data description due 
 
Mon, Nov 18 : Housing  

• Glaeser Edward and Joseph Gyourko “Urban Decline and Durable Housing” Journal of 
Political Economy, 113, 345-375 (2005) 

 
Thu, Nov. 21: No in-class meeting – Individual research project meetings 
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Mon, Nov 25 : Research presentations 
 
Thanksgiving Break 
 
Mon, Dec. 2  and Thu, Dec.5: Research presentations  
 
Friday, Dec 13: Final paper due 
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